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IBV-125  SERIES
Apollo International flanged cast iron ball 
valves can be used to replace any IBBM 
dimension gate valve or plug valve to give 
the convenience of quarter turn operation.  
Sizes 2”-10” rated at 125 WSP and 250 CWP. 
Also available with FDA approved epoxy 
coating.

Heavy Duty Apollo ball Valves (cont’d)

88A SERIES
Carbon steel Class 150 and 300 flanged 
valve.  Regular or full port; ISO 5211 actuator 
mounting pad. Sizes 1/2” to 12”.

specialty Valves
399/87A-400/401R
Alloy 20 two piece, three piece, and Class 
150 flanged ball valves. Reinforced seats 
and seals; many other options available. Two 
piece sizes 1/4” to 2”. Three piece sizes 1/2”-2”.  
Flanged sizes 1/2” to 4”.

7K & 77K SV
Full port bronze Secure VentTM valves. Ideal 
for automatic venting of compressed air for 
powering tools and equipment when the 
valve is in the closed position. Live loaded 
seats on upstream side. Available in 1/4” - 2” 
size with a variety of handles.

Apollo international ball Valves
64 SERIES

Apollo International forged brass full 
port ball valve. An economical valve that 
is available in 1/4”-4” NPT and 1/2”-4” in 
sweat connections. Rated at 600 psig cold 
working pressure. Meets ANSI/NSF 61-8 and 
numerous gas listings.

64WC  SERIES
Apollo International Apollo-Press ball valve 
with brass body. Available in 2-1/2” to 4” 
sizes compatible with XLC press tool jaw 
sets. Ideal for installation in plumbing and 
heating systems. Rated 200 CWP.

94A/94ALF SERIES
Apollo International forged brass full port ball 
valve in thread and sweat connections.  An 
economical valve that is available in 1/4” to 
4” in NPT and 1/2” to 4” in sweat connections. 
Rated at 600 psig cold working pressure 
1/4”-2” and 400 psig 2-1/2”-4”. Meets ANSI/
NSF 61-8 and numerous gas listings.

95A SERIES
Apollo International forged brass full port 
stop and waste ball valve. Available in 
threaded and sweat connections and rated 
at 600 psig. This valve features a side drain 
ideal for plumbing or hydronic heating 
systems.

94 MBV SERIES
Apollo InternationalTM mini ball valve. 
Competitive, conventional port valves, constructed 
of heavy-duty forged brass, with 100% Teflon 
seats and gland follower with double Viton 
o-rings to prevent stem leakage. Reversible 
handle for tight space applications. CSA 1/2 
psig and ASME 2 and 5 psig gas ratings. Rated 
to 600 psig at 100°F. Operating temperatures 
from -40°F to 300°F. Sizes: 1/8” and 1/4”.


